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Abstract� The industry wants formal methods for dealing with
combinatorial dynamical systems that are provably correct and fast�
One example of such problems is error recovery in industrial processes�
We have used a provably correct� polynomial�time planning algorithm to
plan for a miniature assembly line� which assembles toy cars� Although
somewhat limited� this process has many similarities with real industrial
processes� By exploring the structure of this assembly line we have
extended a previously presented algorithm making the class of problems
that can be handled in polynomial time larger�

� Introduction

AI planning in its general form is known to be very hard� STRIPS planning is undecid�
able in the �rst�order case �Chapman� ����� Erol et al�� ����b�� and PSPACE�complete
in the unrestricted propositional case �Bylander� ������ Complexity results have also
been reported for a number of restricted cases �Bylander� ����� B�ackstr�om and Nebel�
����� Erol et al�� ����a� Gupta and Nau� ������ most of these being computation�
ally di�cult� However� these results apply to the complexity of planning in various
restricted versions of certain formalisms� The results do not say anything about the
inherent complexity of naturally arising planning problems� For instance� the ubiq�
uitous blocks�world problem in its standard form can be encoded in the propositional
STRIPS formalism� where plan existence is PSPACE�complete� Yet� plan existence for
the blocks�world problem per se is only NP�complete �Gupta and Nau� ������ for �nd�
ing an optimal plan� or even tractable �Gupta and Nau� ������ if we do not require an
optimal plan� Furthermore� the modi�ed problem where several blocks can have iden�
tical labels cannot be naturally modelled in propositional STRIPS� yet this problem is
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also NP�complete �Chenoweth� ������ That is� the problem lies within NP� but it can�
not be reasonably encoded even in a PSPACE�complete �standard� planning formalism�
Finding the restrictions on planning formalisms that capture the inherent structure and
complexity of interesting applications problems is thus an interesting challenge�

The usual way to tackle the complexity of planning problems is to use a general�
purpose domain�independent planner and add heuristics that are tailored speci�cally to
the problem at hand� Unless the problem is inherently tractable� this method cannot
guarantee improved performance� but only result in a better average�case complexity�
Alternatively� it can improve the worst�case complexity �gure� but at the expense of
incompleteness� ie� possibly missing that a problem has a solution�

For many applications we may be satis�ed with an incomplete algorithm or with
a good average�case complexity� despite intractability in the worst case� The latter of
these situations is also a form of incompleteness since the intractable worst cases can
be reagarded as unsolvable in practice� On the other hand� there are also applications
where we do need correct solutions promptly� Such applications arise� for instance� in
the area of sequential control within automatic control� where many problems can be
viewed as planning problems and we often need to �nd solutions correctly and promptly�
Automatic control has a long tradition of using mathematically well�founded methods
with provable properties� Researchers in this area see the lack of such theories as one
of the major problems with AI planning �Passino and Antsaklis� ������ Furthermore�
Benveniste and �Astr�om ������ present a study of how computer software is used in large�
scale control applications such as the process industry and metro tra�c networks� One
of their �ndings was that the industry wants more mathematical tools for modelling
dynamical systems of combinatorial nature� Using formal methods is a way to improve
formal guarantees and reduce the complexity of the resulting code� That is� we have to
aim at more formal methods than heuristics� whenever possible�

The manufacturing process industry is one example of application areas where AI
planning can be useful� The problem is not primarily to �nd the plan for normal
operation of the plant� That is usually done once and for all and can probably be done
better manually� since time is not critical in this case� Automated planning is more
likely to enter the scene when something goes wrong� Since there are many ways in
which a large process may go wrong� we can end up in any of a very large number of
states� It is not realistic to have pre�compiled plans for recovering from any such state
so it would be useful to �nd a plan automatically for how to get back to a safe state�
where normal operation can resume� It is important that such a plan is correct and
we also want to �nd it fast since the costs accumulate very quickly when large�scale
industrial processes are non�operational� Automated plan generation is also important
if the initial state is not fully speci�ed until the plan is neeeded� As in the error recovery
case it is important that the plan is correct and that it is found resonably fast�

What we ideally need is a provably correct planner that runs in polynomial time�
No general�purpose such planner can exist� however� but we may be able to �nd such
planners for certain restricted planning problems with practical use� We have run a
project for over �ve years trying to identify such restricted� tractable planning prob�
lems� Starting with a test problem in sequential control� we identi�ed a number of
inherent restrictions of this problem which� taken together� result in tractability� We
de�ned a formal planning problem� the SAS�PUBS problem� based on these restric�
tions� proved this problem tractable and devised a provably correct� polynomial�time
algorithm for it �Klein and B�ackstr�om� ����� B�ackstr�om and Klein� ����b�� We removed
restrictions successively which resulted in more general yet tractable planning problems
�B�ackstr�om and Klein� ����a� B�ackstr�om� ����� B�ackstr�om and Nebel� �����Jonsson



and B�ackstr�om� ����� Our general research methodology has been to to use a bottom�
up strategy� starting with a tractable problem and remove or replace restrictions such
that the resulting problem is either more expressive than or di�erent than the original
problem� but still tractable�

We report in this paper how we can plan for a semi�realistic miniature version of
an industrial process� the LEGO	 car factory �Str�omberg� ������ This is a realistic
miniature version of real industrial processes in many respects� Modelling this process
as a tractable planning problems has thus been one of our primary goals� We show
in this paper that by exploiting the inherent structure of the problem� we can model
it and use a polynomial time planning algorithm to solve it� More precisely� we use a
simple and provably correct modi�cation to our previosly presented algorithm for the
SAS��IAO problem �Jonsson and B�ackstr�om� ����� The basic idea is to partition the
problem such that one part �ts in the SAS��IAO class and its solution becomes a plan
skeleton that can be straightforwardly �lled in with operators from the second part�

The rest of this paper is structured as follows� In Section � we describe the formal�
ism we use and in Section � we introduce restrictions forming the SAS��IAO class of
planning problems� The planning algorithm is described in Section � The LEGO car
factory is described in Section � and we show how to model it using the SAS formal�
ism� In Section � we apply the planning algorithm to the LEGO car factory� Section �
contains the conclusions�

� The SAS� Formalism

We use the SAS� planning formalism �B�ackstr�om and Nebel� ����� Jonsson and B�ack�
str�om� ���� which can be viewed as a variation on the propositional version of the
STRIPS formalism� The SAS� formalism is� in fact� equivalent� under polynomial
reduction� to most other common variants of propositional STRIPS �B�ackstr�om� ������
Yet� the formalisms have di�erent modelling properties� making them conceptually
di�erent� Some problems are more naturally expressed in one of the formalisms than in
the other� For instance� control engineers seem to �nd the SAS� formalism much more
appealing than the STRIPS formalism�

First we de�ne the SAS� planning problem�

De�nition � An instance of the SAS� planning problem is given by a quadruple � �
hV�O� s�� s�i with components de�ned as follows�

� V � fv	� � � � � vmg is a set of state variables� Each variable v � V has an

associated domain of values Dv� which implicitly de�nes an extended domain
D�
v
� Dv �fug� where u denotes the unde�ned value� Further� the total state

space S � Dv�
� � � ��Dvm and the partial state space S� � D�

v�
� � � ��D�

vm

are implicitly de�ned� We write s�v� to denote the value of the variable v in a

state s�

� O is a set of operators of the form hpre� post� prvi� where pre� post� prv � S�

denote the pre�� post� and prevail�condition respectively� O is subject to the

following two restrictions

�R�� for all hpre� post� prvi � O and v � V if pre�v� �� u� then pre�v� �� post�v� �� u�

�R�� for all hpre� post� prvi � O and v � V� post�v� � u or prv�v� � u�
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� s� � S
� and s� � S

� denote the initial and goal state respectively�

The prevail�condition can be thought of as the part of the pre�condition that is not
changed by the operator� Restriction R� essentially says that a state variable can never
be made unde�ned� once made de�ned by some operator� Restriction R� says that the
post� and prevail�conditions of an operator must never de�ne the same variable� We
further write s v t if the state s is subsumed �or satis�ed� by state t� ie� if s�v� � u or
s�v� � t�v�� We extend this notion to states� de�ning

s v t i� forallv � V� s�v� � u or s�v� � t�v��

For o � hpre� post� prvi is a SAS� operator� we write pre�o�� post�o� and prv�o� to denote
pre� post and prv respectively� A sequence ho	� � � � � oni � Seqs�O� of operators is called
a SAS� plan �or simply a plan� over ��

A plan is a solution to a planning problem if it is executable in the initial state� and
it leads to the goal state�

De�nition � Given two states s� t � S�� we de�ne for all v � V�

�s� t��v� �

�
t�v�� if t�v� �� u�

s�v�� otherwise�

The ternary relation Valid � Seqs�O� � S� � S� is de�ned recursively s�t� for

arbitrary operator sequence ho	� � � � � oni � Seqs�O� and arbitrary states s� t � S��

Valid�ho	� � � � � oni� s� t� i� either

�� n � � and t v s or

	� n � �� pre�o	� v s� prv�o	� v s and

Valid�ho� � � � � oni� �s� post�o	��� t��

A plan ho	� � � � � oni � Seqs�O� is a solution to � i� Valid�ho	� � � � � oni� s�� s���
The function Result returns the state resulting from executing a plan� ie��
t � Result�ho	� � � � � oni� s� if either t � S and V alid�ho	� � � � � oni� s� t� or

t � hu � � �ui�

� Restrictions

To be able to design polynomial time algorithms we must somehow restrict the problem
class� This paper uses the IAO restriction �Jonsson and B�ackstr�om� ���� and we repeat
its de�nition in this section�

For the de�nitions below� let � � hV�O� s�� s�i be a SAS� instance�

De�nition � An operator o � O is unary i� there is exactly one v � V s�t� post�o��v� ��
u�

A value x � Dv where x �� u for some variable v � V is said to be requestable if
there exists some action o � O such that o needs x in order to be executed�



De�nition 	 For each v � V and O� � O� the set RO
�

v
of requestable values for O�

is de�ned as

RO
�

v
� fprv�o��v� s�t� o � O�g �

fpre�o��v�� post�o��v� s�t� o � O� and o non�unary g

	fug�

Obviously� RO

v
� Dv for all v � V� For each state variable domain� we further de�ne

the graph of possible transitions for this domain� without taking the other domains into
account� and the reachability graph for arbitrary subsets of the domain�

De�nition 
 For each v � V� we de�ne the corresponding domain transition graph
Gv as a directed labelled graph Gv � hD�

v
� Tvi with vertex set D�

v
and arc set Tv s�t�

for all x� y � D�
v
and o � O� hx� o� yi � Tv i� pre�o��v� � x and post�o��v� � y �� u�

Further� for each X � D�
v
we de�ne the reachability graph for X as a directed graph

GX

v
� hX� TXi with vertex set X and arc set TX s�t� for all x� y � X� hx� yi � TX i�

there is a path from x to y in Gv�

Alternatively� GX

v
can be viewed as the restriction to X � D�

v
of the transitive closure

of Gv� but with unlabelled arcs� When speaking about a path in a domain�transition
graph below� we will typically mean the sequence of labels� ie� operators� along this
path� We say that a path in Gv is via a set X � Dv i� each member of X is visited
along the path� possibly as the initial or �nal vertex�

De�nition � An operator o � O is irreplaceable wrt� a variable v � V i� removing

an arc labelled with o from Gv splits some component of Gv into two components�

De�nition � A SAS� instance hV�O� s�� s�i is�

�I� Interference�safe i� every operator o � O is either unary or irreplaceable wrt�

every v � V it a�ects�

�A� Acyclic i� GR
O
v

v
is acyclic for each v � V�

�O� prevail�Order�preserving i� for each v � V� whenever there are two x� y � D�
v

s�t� Gv has a shortest path ho	� � � � � omi from x to y via some set X � RO

v
and it

has any path ho�	� � � � � o
�

n
i from x to y via some set Y � RO

v
s�t� X � Y � there exists

some subsequence h� � � � o�
i�
� � � � � o�

im
� � � �i s�t� prv�ok� v prv�o�

ik
� for � 
 k 
 m�

A SAS� instance ful�lling the restrictions above is denoted a SAS��IAO instance�
Whether a SAS� instane satis�es the IAO restriction or not can be tested in polyno�
mial time� Further� we have previously presented a polynomial time plan generation
algorithm for the SAS��IAO class �Jonsson and B�ackstr�om� ���� which is proven to
be correct�

	 Planning algorithm

In this section we present a formally correct extension of the SAS��IAO algorithm �Jon�
sson and B�ackstr�om� ����� which is su�cient for modelling the LEGO car factory� The
basic idea is to partition the original SAS� instance into two separate instances� both
being SAS��IAO instances� This instance can then be solved in polynomial time and



its solution constitutes a skeleton to be �lled in by solving subproblems from the second
instance� This process is referred to as interweaving and can be viewed as a restricted
variant of the more general concept re�nement� as used in hierarchical state abstraction
�Knoblock� ������ In fact� the whole method we use can be viewed as a restricted vari�
ant of two�level state abstraction� However� while state abstraction is a general method
which is not formally well understood�it can at some occasions speed up planning
considerabley �Knoblock� ����� and at other occasions be disastrous �B�ackstr�om and
Jonsson� ������our� more restricted method� is provably correct� guaranteed not to
make things worse and runs in polynomial�time�

First we show how a SAS� problem instance can be restricted to take only a subset
of the variables into account�

De�nition  Let � � hV�O� s�� s�i be a SAS� instance� s � S� and V � � V� Then�

the restrictions for states and operators are de�ned as follows�

� s e V � � hs�vi��� � � � � s�vin �i where V
� � fvi� � � � � ving

� Let o � O� Then� o e V � � hpre�o� e V �� post�o� e V �� prv�o� e V �i�

� O e V � � fo e V �jo � Og�

The restriction � e V � can now be de�ned as � e V � � hV ��O e V �� s� e V
�� s� e V

�i�

This can be used to partition a SAS� problem instance into two independent problems
based on a partition of V in two disjoint sets�

De�nition � Let � � hV�O� s�� s�i be a SAS� instance and let V	� V be disjoint

subsets of V� Then� V	 is independent of V i�

� every operator o � O a�ecting some variable in V	 satis�es pre�o�eV � post�o�e
V � prv�o� e V � hu� � � � � ui�

� every operator o � O a�ecting some variable in V satis�es pre�o�eV	 � post�o�e
V	 � hu� � � � � ui�

Reachability means that every problem instance can be solved regardless of the initial
and goal states�

De�nition �� Let � � hV�O� s�� s�i be a SAS� instance� Then � is reachable if for

any two states s	� s � S the planning problem hV�O� s	� si is solvable�

Thus� reachability is the same as a strongly connected state transition graph� Note that
even if reachability only depends on V and O we say that � is reachable for convenience�

We can now show that if a planning problem � is split into two independent problems
then the original problem can be solved if the two new problem instances can be solved�

Theorem � Let � � hV�O� s�� s�i be a SAS� instance and let V	�V be disjoint subsets
of V such that V	 � V � V� If V	 is independent of V� � e V	 is reachable and � e V
is solvable then � is solvable�

Proof �Sketch�� Suppose there exists a plan � � ho	� � � � � oni solving � e V� Let
�� be a plan solving the SAS� instance hV	�O� s�� prv�o	�i e V	� De�ne recursively �k�
� 
 k 
 n	 � such that �k is a solution to the instance

hV	�O� Result����� � � � ��k�	�� s� e V	�� prv�ok�	�i e V	�



Finally� let �n be a solution to the instance

hV	�O� Result����� � � � ��n�	�� s� e V	�� s�i e V	�

Since � e V	 is reachable� ��� � � � � �n exists� Now� let us consider the plan �� �
���� o	��	� � � � ��n�	� on��n�� By the construction of ��� � � � � �n�	� all pre� and prevail�
conditions of o	� � � � � on are satis�ed because � � �o	� � � � � on� is a valid plan by assump�
tion� Furthermore� all pre� and prevail�conditions of the operators in ���� � � � ��n� are
satis�ed because ���� � � � ��n� is a valid plan and V	 is independent of V� It remains to
show that s� v Result���� s��� This follows immediately since we know that �o	� � � � � on�
is a valid plan for �eV and ���� � � � ��n� is a valid plan for �eV	 and V	 is independent
of V�

An algorithm that works as indicated in the proof of Theorem � is shown in Figure ��
The sets V	 and V are such that � e V	 and � e V satis�es the IAO restriction in
the previous section� and V	 is independent of V� The procedure PlanIAO solves the
SAS��IAO planning problem �Jonsson and B�ackstr�om� �����

� procedure Plan�hV�O� s�� s�i��
� ho	� � � � � oni �PlanIAO�hV�O� s�� s�i e V�
� �� �PlanIAO�hV	�O� s�� prv�o	�i e V	�
 for k � �� � � � � n	 � do
� �k �PlanIAO�hV	�O� Result�h��� � � � ��k�	i� s� e V	�� prv�ok�	�i e V	�
� end for
� �n � PlanIAO�hV	�O� Result�h��� � � � ��n�	i� s� e V	�� s�i e V	�
� return ���� o	��	� o� � � � ��n�	� on��n�

Figure �� Planning algorithm

It is obvious from the proof of Theorem � that the algorithm is correct� and since
PlanIAO is polynomial the resulting algorithm is polynomial�


 The LEGO Car Factory

Our application example is an automated assembly line for LEGO cars �Str�omberg�
������ which is used for undergraduate laboratory sessions in digital control at the
Department of Electrical Engineering at Link�oping University� The students are faced
with the task of writing a program to control this assembly line using the graphical
language GRAFCET �IEC� ������ GRAFCET is tailored to implementing industrial
sequential control and it resembles Petri Nets�

The main operations for assembling a LEGO car are shown in Figure �� The as�
sembly line consists of two similar halves� the �rst mounting the chassis parts on the
chassis �see Figure �� and the second mounting the top �see Figure ��

The �rst half of the LEGO car factory is presented in Figure �� The chassis is
initially stored up�side down in the chassis magazine �cm�� It enters the conveyor belt
by using the chassis feeder �c�feeder�� and is transported to the chassis parts magazine
�cpm� where the chassis parts are fed onto the chassis using the chassis parts feeder
�cp�feeder�� The chassis is then transported to the chassis press �cp�� where the chassis
is pressed together� It is then transported to the turn station �ts� where the chassis is
turned upright and enters the second half of the factory �Figure � where it is placed on
the chassis lift �cl�� It is lifted up� placed on the conveyour belt �ocvB� and transported



Mounting of topMounting of chassis Resulting Lego car

Figure �� Assembling a LEGO car�

cpmcm

cp-feeder

cp ts

cpm-stop cp-stop

c-feeder

Figure �� The 	rst half of the LEGO car factory�

to the top magazine �tm� where a top is fed onto the chassis by the top feeder �t�feeder��
The chassis is then transported to the top press �tp� where the top is pressed tight onto
the chassis� From there it is transported to the end of the conveyour belt �sf� and placed
so that the storage feeder �st�feeder� can push the chassis into a bu�er storage �st��

The conveyor belt used to transport the chassis runs continously� Hence� stopper
bars �cpm�stop� cp�stop� tm�stop� tp�stop� are pushed out in front of the chassis at the
four work�stations cpm� cp� tm and tp� holding the car �xed� sliding on the belt �see
Figure � and Figure ��

Figure � shows one of the work�stations in more detail� namely the one where the
top is put onto the chassis �tm in Figure �� The chassis is held �xed at the top storage
�A� by the stopper bar �B�� The tops are stored in a pile and the feeder �C� is used to
push out the lowermost top onto the chassis� When the top is on the chassis� the feeder
is withdrawn and then the stopper bar is withdrawn� thus allowing the chassis to move
on to the next work�station�

We continue by modelling the LEGO car factory as a SAS� instance� The state
variables are shown in Table �� The variable pos gives the position of the chassis�
and the corresponding positions are given in Figure � and Figure � The stopper bars
and the corresponding variable names are also marked in these �gures� as well as the
variable names for the feeders� For the feeders and the stopper bars the value ext means
that the feeder �or stopper bar� is extended� while rtr means that it is retracted� The
variable turner tells if the turner �ts in Figure �� is turned towards the �rst half of
the factory �A� or towards the second half of the factory �B�� The two variables cp�

status and t�status give the status of the chassis parts and the top� respectively� while
the variable c�status denotes the status of the chassis and is mainly needed since we

ocvB tm

st

Storage

cl

t-feeder

tp sf

tm-stop tp-stop

st-feeder

Figure 
� The second half of the LEGO car factory�



A

B

C

Figure �� Putting the top onto the chassis�

variable values
pos cm� cpm� cp� ts� cl�

ocvB� tm� tp� sf� st
turner A� B
cp�status o�� on� pressed
t�status o�� on� pressed
c�status prepared� not�prepared
cp�press down� up
t�press down� up
clift down� up
c�feeder� cp�feeder� t�feeder� st�feeder ext� rtr
cpm�stop� cp�stop� tm�stop� tp�stop ext� rtr

Table �� State variables V and their associated domains of values Dv�

have no sensor detecting if the chassis is just outside the chassis magazine� The other
variables should be obviuos from the table and the �gures�

Using the variables de�ned in Table � we can de�ne operators as in Tables � and ��
Additionally there are two operators for each feeder and each stopper bar for restracting
and ectending the feeder or stopper bar� The operators corresponding to the chassis
feeder are denoted extend�c�feeder and retract�c�feeder� The pre�condition is that c�

feeder 
 rtr� the post�condition is that c�feeder 
 ext and there is no prevail�condition�
The other operators corresponding to the feeders and stopper bars are denoted in a
similar manner�

� Planning for the LEGO car factory

We can now apply the planning algorithm in Figure � to the LEGO car factory� Using
the variables de�ned in table � we can de�ne two subsets as follows	

V	 � fturner� cp	 press� t	 press� clift� c	 feeder� cp	 feeder� t	 feeder�

st	 feeder� cpm	 stop� cp	 stop� tm	 stop� tp	 stopg

V � fpos� cp	 status� t	 status� c	 statusg

This results in that the operators in Table � together with all operators for extending
or retracting feeders or stopper bars are the operators that a�ect variables in V	� The
operators given in Table � are the operators that a�ect variables in V� and these two
sets de�ne the partition of the problem�



Operator Pre Post Prevail
cm�cpm pos 	 cm pos 	 cpm c�feeder 	 ext� cp�feeder 	 rtr�

cpm�stop 	 ext
cpm�cp pos 	 cpm pos 	 cp cpm�stop 	 rtr� cp�stop 	 ext

cp�press 	 up
cp�ts pos 	 cp pos 	 ts turner 	 A� cp�stop 	 rtr�

cp�press 	 up
ts�cl pos 	 ts pos 	 cl turner 	 B� clift 	 down
cl�ocvB pos 	 cl pos 	 ocvB clift 	 up
ocvB�tm pos 	 ocvB pos 	 tm tm�stop 	 ext� t�feeder 	 rtr
tm�tp pos 	 tm pos 	 tp tm�stop 	 rtr� tp�stop 	 ext

t�press 	 up
tp�sf pos 	 tp pos 	 sf tp�stop 	 rtr� st�feeder 	 rtr�

t�press 	 up
sf�st pos 	 sf pos 	 st st�feeder 	 ext
prepare�chassis c�status 	 not�prepared c�status 	 prepared c�feeder 	 rtr
put�cp cp�status 	 o� cp�status 	 on pos 	 cpm�

cp�feeder 	 ext
press�cp cp�status 	 on cp�status 	 pressed cp�press 	 down� pos 	 cp
put�top t�status 	 o� t�status 	 on pos 	 tm� t�feeder 	 ext
press�top t�status 	 on t�status 	 pressed pos 	 tp� t�press 	 down

Table �� Operators with prevail�conditions�

Operator Pre Post Prevail
A�B turner 	 A turner 	 B �
B�A turner 	 B turner 	 A �
cl�down clift 	 up clift 	 down �
cl�up clift 	 down clift 	 up �
cp�press�down cp�press 	 up cp�press 	 down �
cp�press�up cp�press 	 down cp�press 	 up �
t�press�down t�press 	 up t�press 	 down �
t�press�up t�press 	 down t�press 	 up �

Table �� Operators without prevail�conditions�

It is easy to see that � e V	 and � e V satis�es the IAO restriction and that V	 is
independent of V� The set V	 is such that for every o � OeV	 and v � V	 prv�o��v� � u�
Furthermore� for every v � V	 there are operators for setting each value �for example
there is one operator for extending the c�feeder and one operator for retracting it��
Obviously � e V	 is reachable� and the algorithm in Figure � can be applied�

Depending on how we choose the initial state and the goal state we can plan for
di�erent cases� Here we show a plan for normal operation� ie� the goal is to assembly
a LEGO car� It is straightforward to modify this to plan for error recovery or for a
before execution unknown initial state� The goal state is that the chassis should be
in the bu�er storage �pos 
 st� and the top and chassis parts should be pressed onto
the chassis �cp�status 
 pressed and t�status 
 pressed�� All other state variables are
unde�ned and can have any value� Suppose that the initial state is given as follows�
The chassis is placed in the chassis magazine �pos 
 cm� c�status 
 not�prepared�� there
is no chassis parts on the chassis �cp�status 
 o�� and there is no top on the chassis
�t�status 
 o��� Furthermore the turner is turned towards the �rst half of the factory
�turner 
 A�� all feeders and stopper bars are retracted and the chassis press� the top



press and the chassis lift are in their down position�
Applying the algorithm in Figure � results in a plan as in Figure ��

extend-cpm-stop

cm2cmp put-cp cpm2cp press-cp cp2ts ts2cl

cl2ocvB

extend-c-feeder

extend-cp-feeder

retract-cpm-stop

c-press-up

retract-cp-stop

A2B

cl-up

t-press-up

c-press-up

c-press-down

extend-cp-stop

ocvB2tmput-top

extend-tm-stop

extend-st-feeder t-press-down

retract-tp-stop

press-toptp2sfsf2st

extend-t-feederretract-tm-stop t-press-up

extend-tp-stop

prepare-chassis

tm2tp

Figure �� Resulting plan� The solid arrows are the output from the SAS��IAO algorithm
solving  e V� and the dashed arrows are the result from the interweaving process�

� Conclusions

Tsatsoulis and Kayshap ������ call planning �one of the most underused techniques of
AI in the context of manufacturing� They list a number of areas within industry where
planning could be applied� but where no or very little attempts have been made at such
applications�

We have applied our previous results on tractable planning to an application exam�
ple in automatic control !an assembly line for LEGO cars� This example does not quite
�t within the restriction of any previoulsy presented tractable planning class� The clos�
est class is the SAS��IAO class� which is su�cient except for the requirement that there
must be no cycles between requestable states� The assembly line does not have this
property� This fact provided feedback for modifying the theory and we have presented
an extended variant of the previous SAS��IAO class and its associated algorithm� Lim�
ited forms of such cycles are now allowed� which is su�cient for modelling the assembly
line� The modi�ed algorithm is also provably correct and runs in polynomial time�

We believe this limited form of cycles to be su�cient for modelling many other
similar applications� However� the modi�cation suggests generalizing the extension in
this paper� allowing more complex cyclic structures� which is a topic for future research�
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